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Wealth manager ready to stake his own claim
William Masucci starts
firm after 16 years of
advising wealthy family
By NATE DOUGHERTY

William Masucci admits that the last 16
years were a lot of fun.
Working as a dedicated wealth manager
and adviser for one of the wealthiest families in the region, Masucci helped with everything from arranging generational transfers of assets to philanthropic contributions
to purchasing multimillion-dollar yachts.
But in November he came to a turning
point when the family asked Masucci to
move to Florida on a full-time basis to continue his work. With a daughter in high
school, the move just was not feasible for
Masucci, so he made another decision.
“That’s when I decided to start on my
own,” he said.
Masucci, who could call on the skills
he honed working in the home office of
a wealthy family, started his own registered investment advisor firm, Royale
Asset Management. Masucci said those
skills can help with clients such as highnet-worth individuals or business owners
looking to sell and even those who need
independent advice on investments or major financial decisions.
Because he worked for nearly two decades outside of the traditional wealth
management field, Masucci said he is able
to bring a level of independence that opens
up new possibilities for clients.
“I don’t have a platform like people you
find at UBS or somewhere like it,” he said.
“I’m not beholden to any one organization’s products, but instead I’m purely objective. Combine that with my knowledge
and experience of how to create asset allocations, (and) how to mitigate risks and
exposures that people don’t always see.”
This level of independence also can help
high-net-worth clients who often have levels of financial advisers, Masucci added.
“For folks with a lot of money, they often have two or three or even four different
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advisers, and often they don’t know what
one is doing versus the other,” he said. “I
cut through all this, sitting at the top of the
pyramid and keeping a sense of the entire
portfolio.”
Masucci was one of a select group within Rochester. He estimates there are five
families in the area who have home offices,
which are teams dedicated to managing
wealth and executing business decisions.
Masucci himself became something of an
expert in the field, taking on a variety of
tasks and even speaking around the country about this focused form of wealth management.
“I was the guy that for 16 years, if I
didn’t know the answer, I had to go out
and find it because I was the only guy,” he
said. “That was what gave me the depth
and knowledge I have today.”
In many ways, Masucci and other managers of single-family offices take on many
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of the tasks that normally would go to the
patriarch, said Chris Calabrese, a partner
at the firm Elliott Stern Calabrese LLP.
“In a family office they have to take care
of a wide variety of tasks—everything that
would generally go to the patriarch in a lot
of cases,” said Calabrese, who has worked
with Masucci. “He goes through and sort
of shields the patriarch from obligations
in a lot of ways, making sure money is
placed with proper money managers and
even negotiating to make sure the fees they
pay are the best in the market.”
Bruce Zicari, a partner at the Bonadio
Group who has worked with Masucci for a
mutual client and also through the singlefamily office, said his skill set is a rarity
in the area.
“I don’t think there’s many people with
the background or experience that he’s
had, whether it was helping in real estate
and business transactions or purchasing

large assets like planes and boats,” he said.
Zicari called Masucci a “quarterback,”
bringing together all the different aspects
that go along with wealth management and
calling the signals.
“I see a lot of clients who have a number
of different advisers involved in helping
with their wealth management,” he said.
“Invariably what happens is there’s no real
quarterback, so different advisers are doing
different things and it may not necessarily
be productive. Bill brings the oversight and
ability to coordinate all those moving parts,
and that really brings value.”
Masucci said he has been growing his
practice since November, starting to take in

clients and building relationships within the
legal and real estate fields to expand his expertise. Even without marketing, Masucci
said he is gaining a good foothold locally.
With a number of high-net-worth individuals in the region in need of advice and
business owners who may need help with
transition plans, Masucci said he believes
there is a strong market for his expertise.
“I’ve seen the scenario a lot over the last
16 years where someone builds a business
over their life and sells it for maybe $10
million and doesn’t know where to turn,”
he said. “So maybe what happens is they
go to the corner broker, and they do a good
job but only have what is available to them
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and they all end up looking alike.
“Sometimes they try to do it themselves
and end up throwing away 40 years of
work because they went all in on something and the market dropped.”
Masucci said his skill set, experience
and contacts garnered from 16 years in
a single-family office will be valuable to
those owners and many other clients.
“I can help people on multiple levels,
giving them an investment plan that stands
the test of time,” he said. “I’m not worried
as much what happens six months from
now, but what their wealth is going to look
like for 10 or 20 or 30 years.”
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